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STATE HEALTH INSURANCE

Contracts to be extended
Legislative panel OKs state talking
with Health Alliance, PersonalCare
for deals through end of June 2012
By TOM KACICH
tkacich@news-gazette.com

CHICAGO - A legislative
commission Thesday authorized the Quinn administration to negotiate group health
insurance contract extensions
with Health Alliance and PersonalCare that will run until
June 30, 2012.
But lawmakers also warned
the health insurers that they
shouldn't expect to get a significant rate increase from
the state.
The negotiations between
the state and the insurers are
to begin almost immediately,
with a public hearing on the
results tentatively scheduled

for later this month. In the
meantime, it's still not certain
the state will be able to reach
agreement with the insurers, whose customers include
thousands of state employees,
dependents and retirees in
central Illinois.
"I'm concerned that could
be an outcome, although I
don't think it's a very likely
outcome," said Sen. Mike Frerichs, D-Champaign, a member
of the Legislature's Commission on Government Forecasting and Accountability.
Jeff Ingrum, the CEO of
Urbana-based Health Alliance, suggested at Thesday's
COGFA hearing in downtown

CONTRACTS

Chicago that his company Cross' current rates are lower
should get a rate increase in than the rates· Health Alliance
line with the approximately S received last year.
"But in the context that's
percent increase Blue Cross
Blue Shield got in a contract not new," Ingrum said. "None
that was awarded last spring. of the doWnstate HMOs rates
In the current, 90-day contract are lower than Blue Cross.
extension Health Alliance They've always been somefroze its rates to the state at where between 10 to 14 percent higher. That's true for
last year's levels.
"It wasn't too difficult to PersonalCare. That's true for
agree to continue at (fiscal Health Alliance. That was
year 2011) rates for 90 days," true for Humana." .
Ingrum said that 90 perIngrum said, adding that costs
have increased for insurers. cent of Blue Cross' Illinois
"One of the fully insured ven- customers are in the Chicago
dors obviously got an increase area, where health care costs
for FY12, Blue Cross. So I are lower.
He also said that Health Allithink if we're going to be fair
and reasonable in the deal, it ance's unsuccessful bid to conwould at least be reasonable tinue its contract with the state
for COGFA to ask that the Department of Healthcare and
terms be no worse as to what's Family Services called for an
8.2 percent rate increase.
extended to Blue Cross."
But under questioning,
Please see CONTRACTS. A-6
Ingrum admitted that Blue

"One of the main issues we've got with this
whole process is we've got to be sure we are
able to save money," said Murphy. "The numbers
Continued from A-1
seemed a little fluid as to wha~. wa~ going to be
needed as an increase. I think a little sharpening
"In this environment to extend the rate from of the pencils is required."
FYll for a full year, if that would be the ultimate
COGFA co-chair Rep. Patti Bellock, R-Hinsterms, is a little bit unreasonable given the fact dale, said she was "pretty confi<lent they'll negotithat Blue Cross got an increase," Ingrum said.
ate close to what (the insurers) are getting now."
PersonalCare President Ronian Kulich was
Frerichs said the Quinn administration "needs
hesitant to say what kind of rate increase he'd to weigh the concerns of taxpayers who don't want
seek for his HMO coverage.
to pay too much with the concerns of state employ"At this point in time I don't know enough ees who don't want to lose their coverage."
whether· it would be an increase or flat. We are
Tuesday's COGFA meeting was required to
very much aware of the concern of this commit- extend a temporary, 90-day contract the state and
tee and of the state, so we would look long and the health insurers agreed to in June. The ninehard at those numbers as to what would be neces- month extension was deemed necessary because
sary," he said.
a lawsuit challenging the awarding of new state
Legislators suggested both during the COGFA health care contracts continues to move slowly
meeting and after it that they want~d state offi- through the court system. The next hearing on
Cials to negotiate "the best deal that the state can that suit is scheduled for Fri_day in Sangamon
strike," said Sen. Matt Murphy, R-Palatine.
- County Circuit Court.
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EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION

Problems look
resolved in test
of Illini-Aiert
By TIM MITCHELL
tmitchel@news-gazette.com

URBANA- Thesday's test of
the new emergency alert system at the University of Illinois
appears to have resolved problems that previously delayed
sending some messages to
email users, according to UI
spokeswoman Robin Kaler.
The Illini-Alert system sends
email and text messages in the
event of a campus emergency.
When the UI tested the system earlier this summer, it
took some email accounts 90
minutes to receive a test alert,
largely because the messages
were caught in spam filters.
When another test was completed on Thesday afternoon,
Kaler said nearly all the test
emails reached their destination within 15 minutes ..
Overall, a total of 99,261 out
of 101,580 emails sent had been
successfully delivered as of
3:45 p,m. Thesday.
Kaler said many of the emails
that were not delivered were
sent to people who had left the
university and whOse email
addresses had not yet expired.
"And some people got their
text alerts as early as a few
seconds," Kaler said. ~'I got my
text within a few seconds and
my email within a few minutes.
It was much more speMy.'' ·
Kaler credited f · · ··· ~ing
the number of serv
. han-

dling the alert system for the
faster delivery.
"Previously we were only
using two of our servers
instead of the 10 servers available," Kaler said.
Text messages proved to be
faster than the email alerts,
with 95 percent of the people
who had registered for IlliniAlerts getting the test message
in just over five minutes.
"The goal obviously is to
get as many messages out in
as many formats as possible
as quickly as possible," Kaler
said. "It was a success by all
measures."
·
UI police Lt. Todd Short said
between 22,000 and 25,000 people should have received a text
message on their cellphones.
In addition to email and
text messages, the message
alert test was sent to campus
websites, to the IUini-Alert
Facebook account and to the
Illini-Alert 1\vitter a,ccount.
Kaler said the next focus will
be getting people who have not
already done so to register for
Illini-Alerts .. She said people
can sign up for the program by
logging onto https://emergen¢y.
illinois.edu/
"We plan to contact as many
students, faculty, staff and parents as possible to register as
soon as we confirm we don't
need any more testing," Kaler
said.
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ACT scores in Illinois
still below U.S* average
Students improve,
but only 23% ready
for college classes
BY DIANE RADo
Tribune reporter_

Comparing ACT scores
Illinois' ACT scores have edged up during the last 10
years, with the Class of 2011 posting the highest composite score in a decade. Still, Illinois lags national averages.
Composite ACT scores by graduating class
''' ........................ 2011:21.1

215··

-Illinois
Illinois' Class of 2011
posted the highest average
ACT score in a decade 20.9- but the performance
fell below the national aver2011:20.9
age and most graduates left
'
high school unprepared for
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key college classes, data
released Wednesdayshow.
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conip)ete ... coHeg~¥,level
work, but ther~~:D~rsig'
nificant work to bi:! ~aoP.e:'
u.s. Secretary of Edw:'ation
Arne Dllll,c.an said .. in a
written statement.
"These ACT results .ate
another sign that states
need to raise their academic
standards and commit to
education reforms that accelerate student achievement,'' said Duncan, former
chief of Chicago Public
Schools.
Illinois was a pioneer
when, in the spring of 2001,
it began requiring public
school juniors to take the
ACT as part of the state's
Prairie State Achievement
Examination for lithgraders. That requirement
was intended to give students who might never have
dreamed of college the impetus to consider it, and it
included administering the
test in school, free ofcharge.
''We've seen steady incremental growth over the
past decade while increasing access so that more
students have the opportu. nity ·to take the test and
consider college;• said Illinois State Board of Education spokeswoman Mary
Fergus.
;Be, ''She noted that among the
;'::io' states with the highest
.percentages of ACT testtakers, Illinois ranked at the
ti>p this year with its average score of 20.9. That
compares with 201 in 2002
and 20.7 last year. The
comparison includes states
in the Midwest, South and
West.
The. average composite
score is calculated from
scores on test• in En,-lish.
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P.ercentage of graduates considered college-ready
Based on ACT target scores In each subject*
illinois l!li!l

English

Nation ~~~

Reading

Math

Science

All subjects

*Target scores represent the achievement required fOr a student to have a
50 percent chance of getting a B or higher, or a 75 percent of getting a Cor
higher In a freshman course related to the ACT subject. Target scores are 18
in English, 21/n reading, 22 in math and 24 in science

SOURCE: ACT. Inc.

''There's still
significant work
to be done."

TRIBUNE

group of test-takers with
mixed academic records.
Average scores for each
Illinois high school are not
expected to be released to
the public until the fall.
Students are considered
- US. Secretary of
college-ready if they score
Education Arne Duncan
at least an.l8 in English, 22
in math, 2lin reading and 24
score remained unchanged, in science.
Readiness is defined as
at 20.8. The overall score of
20.9 lagged the national having at least a 50 percent
average of 2llThe highest chance of getting a B or
higher, or at least a 75
possible score is 36.
A separate writing test is percent change of getting a
not included in students' C or higher in related freshcomposite scores, but the man courses for credit. For
ACT company provided re- example, the English ACT
sults to the Tribune: Illinois test would correspond to a
students averaged a 6.9 on freshman English composithe 12-point writing test, tion class at college, and the
compared with the 71 na- rnathtesttocollegeAJgebr.L
Illinois students were
tional average.
Nationwide, East Coast most ready in English, with
and New England students 65 percent of test-takers
outshined the rest of the meeting the score of 18 this
nation, with top-scoring year, up from 64 percent in
Massachusetts posting an 2010. Illinois also improved
avera!!"e comoosite score of in math and science readi-
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Off-campus living,
on-campus learning
might fall victim
to exorbitant costs
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Michele Weldon is an assistfll1tjourri{ili$J11 professor at
The Mecf.illSri,hool at NorthwestertJ.f)ni'l{ersity.
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WASHINGTON-- For most advocates for student aid, the biggest casualty in the

<J~QL(;;oiJj!J.Q __c_Q!JlQrf~OJi~~__reached

by

President Obama and Congress last month represented the least bad option: a change that would make graduate
students responsible for the interest that accrues on their loans while they're in school but leaves Pell Grants and
other financial aid programs untouched (for now).
But for graduate schools, the cut presents a challenge: how to help students and encourage enrollment as state and
federal resources decline.
The move eliminates subsidized federal loans for graduate students -loans, distributed by need, on which the government paid the interest that
accrued while students were enrolled in school. The cuts will save the
government about $18 billion over 10 years. The change won't reduce
the amount that students can borrow, but it will shift about $125 billion
from subsidized loans to unsubsidized loans.
The final decision to eliminate the loans is so recent that officials at many
graduate schools said they haven't detenmined what, if anything, they'll
be able to do to provide more aid to students when the cuts take effect in
2012. Still, the combination of declining state aid and possible cuts to
federal research spending makes it unlikely that they will be able to offer
significantly larger stipends or grants to offset the added interest.
"Given our own limited budget situation, I can't see how we're going to be
able to respond immediately," said Patrick Osmer, vice provost and dean
of the graduate school at Ohio State University and chainman of the
Council of Graduate Schools. While Ohio State is still detenmining how
students will be affected and what the university's response will be,
"we're just working through our budget constraints ourselves," he said. "I
think it's just going to be something that people have to absorb."
Congress voted to cut the subsidies as part of the final, last-minute deal
to increase the debt ceiling on Aug. 2. but the eventual elimination of
subsidized graduate loans had been all but certain since February, when
President Obama proposed the cut to protect Pell Grants and other
student aid programs in his budget plan for the 2012 fiscal year. Keeping
the maximum Pell Grant at $5,550 yvas the administration's to_Q_QijQ[i!y,
and ending subsidized loans for graduate students was seen as the most
palatable option.
Just over one-third of all graduate students took out a subsidized loan in
2007-8, the last year for which complete data are available through the
National Center for Education Statistics. The average loan was $7,100,
not far short of the maximum $8,500. Students pursuing law and medical
degrees borrowed at the highest rate -- more than 70 percent.
Graduate students and schools, and their advocates, say they fear the
change will discourage students from pursuing an advanced degree.
"You're going to see more individuals who decide not to go back to
graduate school," said Mary Winn, the legislative concerns chair of the
National Association of Graduate-Professional Students and a graduate
student at the University of California-San Diego. "Graduate students
really promote innovation," and a drop in the number of students who
enroll will make the U.S. less competitive, she said.
Still, students in math, science and engineering are more likely to get a
fellowship or tuition reimbursement to absolib at least some of the cost,
Winn said. Students pursuing professional degrees, such as law or
medicine, and those getting Ph.D.s in the humanities and social sciences,
who are more likely to finance the majority of their own education, will be
most affected by the cuts.
For medical students, who not only tend to take on the most debt but
frequently defer their loans or go into forbearance while they are
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continuing their training through residencies, the interest will accumulate
quickly, said Matthew Shick, senior legislative analyst for the Association
of American Medical Colleges. The association estimated that the change
will cost the average medical student who has federal loans $10,000 to
$20,000 more over the life of the loan.
But most medical schools aren't likely to adjust financial aid to make up
the difference, just as they would not if the interest rates on federal loans
increased, Shick said. "I think this will be viewed probably from the
financial aid perspective as a change in the tenns of the loan," he said.
Since subsidized borrowing is capped at $65,500 for undergraduate and
graduate studies combined, most medical students already take out
unsubsidized loans to cover the bulk of their costs, he said.
Medical students have one other advantage in borrowing: their program
is time-limited. Although a relatively small proportion of Ph.D. candidates
borrow -less than 30 percent, excluding Ph.D.s in education-- the
uncertain length of Ph.D. programs means that those students who do
borrow will be hit hard, said Lisa Tedesco, dean of the James T. Laney
School of Graduate Studies at Emory University. Students who have to
learn another language to complete their studies, or spend significant
time abroad working on international collaborations, frequently borrow
more to cover more years or more expenses, she said.

Emory has an emergency loan program that can cover up to $1 ,000 for
unexpected expenses, and Tedesco said she expects more students will
draw on that. The university also hopes to increase stipends to offset the
additional loan costs -- but that would mean that programs might be able
to admit fewer students because of the added expense.
"We might see students choosing to stop out or not come to graduate
school, which depletes the talent pool," she said, adding that she feared
that first-generation college students would be disproportionately
affected, because those students previously relied at least in part on
subsidized loans and might be afraid to accumulate even more debt.
The American Psychological Association has not yet analyzed the impact
of the legislation on its members' graduate programs, but said the change
was a "real concern for graduate education in psychology," in part
because psychologists tend to have lower starting salaries than students
with other advanced degrees, and the increased debt might be more
daunting.
"Our association does have a concern that the elimination of the federal
support for graduate students, especially for those most in need, might
create a real barrier for those who want to enter the field," Cynthia Belar,
the PJ>PI.s executive director for education, wrote in an email.
For those graduate schools that compete for top-tier students, the loss of
the loan subsidy adds another way for universities to make an offer,
Tedesco said.
"We have to sharpen ourselves on all fronts to make sure our students
are really well-served," she said. "It's really just going to put a lot more
pressure on the system."
-Libby A. Nelson
Go to comments (3)
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Three more
hospitals lose
xemptions
. Another 15 are
under review as
state cracks down
on charity care

lllinois Hospital Association
President Maryjane A. Wurth
said in a statement that she
was disappointed and "deeply
concerned" by the preliminary
rulings, and worries the hospitals will be forced to reduce
services and increase costs for
patients and employers.
"Hospitals in Illinois are
vital community resources
that deserve tax-exempt status, treating patients 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, and
providing services to thou-

CHICAGO (AP) _ The Illinois Department of Revenue has denied property-tax
exemptions to three hospit~ls and is reviewing applicatwns from 15 others, officials
said Thesday, signaling that
the state plans to get tough on
nonprofit hospitals it believes sands of people who do not
operate more like businesses have the financial means to pay
than charities.
.·for the treatment they need,
At stake are millions of dol- and providing billions of dollars in tax revenues that ·flie lars in benefits to their conun.uhospitals could contribute to riities," Wurth said. · ·· ·
citi~s, parks and schools by
Edward Hospital released a
paymg taxes.
• statement saying it planned to
Northwestern Memorial's : "mount a vigorous defense,"
Prentice Women's Hospital in · adding that it contributed
Chicago's Gold Coast neigh- . $77 million in charity care an.d
borhood, ~dward Hospital · community benefit programs
in Naperville and Decatur last year. Decatur MemoriMemorial Hospital in Peea-- -. ai officials also said they .wilL .
tur were informed of the appeal because the denial. was
decisions Thesday morning, based on 2006 figures, and they
revenue department officials can prove the current operatold The Associated Press. · ··
tions "clearly fit within the taxThey follow last year's II~t~ ·. exempt standards."
nois Supreme Court rulihg
A representative from
that found that Pro vena Cove- Northwestern said the hospital
nant Medical Center in Urba- would release a statement latna wasn't providing enough er Thesday.
,
free or discounted treatment
Cook County Board Presiof the poor to qualify for air~ dent Toni Preckwin:kle said she
exe~ption, obligating the
"apJ?l~uds .the s~ate" .for !he
hospital to pay $1.2 million in
declSlon mvolvmg. Prentice,
local property-tax payments
adding that "many instiwtions
per year.
in Cook CountY'' provide "a palThe hospitals have 60 days
try amount" of charity care: . · ·
There is no state trioney inc.
to ask an administrative law
judge to review the decisions
v.olved in the property tax cieciIn Illinois, property taxes a:r~
sions, btJ.t cash-st~ved .lpc{ll
collected by county gpveJ:ip,
governments could benefit if
ments, and the Department of the hospit&}$ end up paying taxes. About 15 other health care
Revenue decides which institutions are eligible- for tax
systems are awaiting decisions
exemptions.
on tax exemptions for hospitals throughout the state, said
Please see HOSPITALS, A-6
Mike Klemens, manager of pol-

icy and communicatiop for -the
Department of Revenue.
The department used guidance from the Illinois Supreme
Court's decision, previous co
cases and the state consti
to determine whether the h ·
tals qualified as charitable institutions, officials said.
·
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'It's not
On Tuesday, Gov. Pat Quinn gave the
dearest signal yet that he won't let the
massive gambling expansion bill he calls
"top-heavy" become law as written. More
important, Quinn gave the clearest signal
yet that he understands how some influentiallegislators who are engaged in a grudge
match with the Illinois Gaming Board
want to use this legislation to weaken state
oversight of gambling here.
Quinn plainly doesn't appreciate Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel's repeated
urging that the governor sign the bill, and
made his forceful comments in that context: "I would urge the mayor to talk to our
Gaming Board chairman, Judge Aaron
Jaffe, because there are serious shortcomings in this law when it comes to hon-

esty and integrity.... I doti't think any person with common sense, looking at the
legislation today, would say that it has
sufficient protections for the public. It's
great for gamblers and gaming interests,
but it's not, in my opinion, strong enough
when it comes to protecting the public, and
the people of Illinois come first. No mayor,
no politician, no gambling racetrack owner
or gambling casino owner is goi,ng to put
themselves before the people ofillihois as
long as I'm governor!'
Tuesday's Tribune had reported Emanuel's plans for spending proceeds from a
Chicago casino to renew the city's infrastructure of schools, roads and public transit.
He suggests that these projects would

enough'
create 15,000 to 20,000 jobs.
Everyone wants to see those jobs materialize.
Like Emanuel, we support licensing of a
Chicago casino that could fund them.
Quinn has indicated he, too, wants a casino
here.
But the history oflegalized gambling in
Illinois has largely been written by politicians who could see only dollar signs. On
several occasions, Gaming Board regulators have rescued the integrity and reputation of the casino industry statewide by
clamping down on actual or potential
wrongdoing.
Because of that strong enforcement
record, Illinois today has a scandal-free
gambling industry that produces consider-

able tax revenue.
Gov. Quinn, keeping that industry clean
is up to you and the Gaming Board. On
Sunday we offered you a way to redirect
this expansion:
1111 Call for repeal of legal video gambling.
II Reject changes to a regulatory scheme
that has protected Illinois for two decades.
1111 Accept only a new Chicago casino plus
gambling at racetracks - already destinations for bettors.
You were correct Tuesday, Governor.
This bill is a mess.
And you shouldn't let anyone -legislators, union officials, gambling executives,
mayors - ask you to risk the honesty of the
Illinois casino industry or the revenue it
produces.

